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Name: XXXXX 

E-mail: XXXXXX 

Mobile: XXXXXXXX 

PROFESSIONAL SYNOPSIS 

  

 Over 6 years of IT industry experience in Software Testing with Manual and Automation. 

 Experience in Test Automation using Selenium Webdriver 

 Experience in Java  Programming 

 Experience in POM  Design Pattern, Junit, TestNG, Data Driven and BDD(Cucumber) 

Framework 

 Working experience in Domain such as Retail and Insurance. 

 Experience in Web Application testing. 

 Experience in Software Engineering Process and familiar with various Life Cycle Models 

like Waterfall, Agile and Spiral model. 

 Experience in Requirements understanding, analyzing and reporting issues on Requirements. 

 Experience in Sanity, GUI, Functional, Performance, System, Regression, Compatibility 

and End to End Testing. 

 Experience in preparation of Test scenarios, Test cases, Test case reviews, Test data 

collection, Test execution and Defect reporting.  

 Experience in preparation of automated test scripts using Selenium 

 Analyzing test results, sending suggestions on defects. 

 Defect Reporting and Tracking using Automation Tools like JIRA, Bugzilla 3.2  

 Participated in all the agile ceremonies planning, daily scrum call delivery and reporting 

sprint level deliverables. 

  Implemented continuous Integration test executions after every schedule build and track the 

results. 

 Meet or exceed software quality and timelines expectation in all areas of responbilities. 

 Test case walkthrough before client and development team. 

 Able to work collaboratively with testers, developers, and other team members in testing 

complex projects and in the overall enhancement of software product quality. 

 Experience in conducting application training sessions as per project requirements. 

 Commitment, result oriented and interested to learn new technologies. 

  



 

 

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION 

 B. Tech in Computer Science and Information Technology from JNT University in 2005. 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

 

 Working as Senior Test Engineer inXXXX, chennai from xxxx  to Till Date. 

 Worked as Senior Test Engineer in XXXX, chennai from xxxx to xxxx. 

 

 

 

 

SKILL SET 

Operating Systems  : Windows XP and windows 7/8 

Languages   : C++, Core Java 

Database   : SQL SERVER 2008  

Automation Testing Tools  : SeleniumWebDriver  

Exposure on Tools  : Maven ,Jenkins  

Test Management Tools                :  JIRA, Bugzilla 

PROJECTS HANDLED: 

Project#1: EDULOGIQ 

Description: 

 At Edulogiq, we strive to build the most advanced & reliable “preparotary platform” for 

our customers by simulating the compitative exams and with deep analytics. It has 4 different 

types of modules such as Question Bank, Simulator, Analytica, Youniversity and Genesis. 

Responsibilities: 

 Understanding Requirement Specifications and Design Documents of the application. 

 Identify the test scenario to be automated. 

 Analyze each user story write scenario for each acceptance criteria. 

 Prepare the automation script in selenium webdriver using cucumber framework. 

 Prepare reusable components to improve productivity and maintainability. 

 Executing the test cases and debugging. 

 Raise and track the defect to analyze the issue on selenium scripts until closure. 

  Periodically reviewing the test script as per coding standards. 

 Defects reporting and daily status reporting. 

  Publish the consolidated daily status & discuss the same in the calls on a daily basis. 



 

 

  Participated in all the agile ceremonies planning, daily scrum call Delivery and reporting 

sprint level deliverables. 

  Implemented continuous Integration test executions after every schedule build and track the 

results. 

  Define, maintain and share testing and test data management. 

 Test and report bug based on severity and discuss with PM to priorities with development. 

 Prepared the cucumber feature file and automated the feature files using selenium. 

 Implementing Junit and cucumber test automation framework and developing 

automation infrastructure. 

 Co-ordinating Test team members and Development team in order to resolve the issues. 

 Interact with the client side people to solve issues and update status. 

 Implementing the cross browser testing and parallel test execution. 

 Keeping the track of any new or updated requirement of the team. 

 Tracking defects and select test cases for Regression testing.  

 Experience in preparation of Test scenarios, Test cases, Test case reviews, Test data 

collection, Test execution and Defect reporting.  

 Experience in preparation of automated test scripts using Selenium 

 Analyzing test results, sending suggestions on defects. 

 Defect Reporting and Tracking using Automation Tools like JIRA  

 Able to work collaboratively with testers, developers, and other team members in testing 

complex projects and in the overall enhancement of software product quality.  

 

Technology: 

Java, Selenium ,Cucumber and Junit  

 

Project#2: EPIC 

Description: 

       The EPIC (Exceptional Product Integrating System) is a web based application which is the 

Claim Processing system for GMAC Insurance. 

 

Responsibilities: 

 Identify the test scenario to be automated. 

 Worked using selenium page object model with Testng and data driven for UI automation. 

 Prepare reusable components to improve productivity and maintainability. 

 Executing the test cases and debugging. 

 Raise and track the defect to analyze the issue on selenium scripts until closure. 

 Periodically reviewing the test script as per coding standards. 

 Defects reporting and daily status reporting. 



 

 

 Publish the consolidated daily status & discuss the same in the calls on a daily basis. 

 Participated in all the agile ceremonies planning, daily scrum call Delivery and reporting 

sprint level deliverables. 

 Implemented continuous Integration test executions after every schedule build and track the 

results. 

 Define, maintain and share testing and test data management. 

 Test and report bug based on severity and discuss with PM to priorities with development. 

 Prepared the cucumber feature file and automated the feature files using selenium. 

 Co-ordinating Test team members and Development team in order to resolve the issues. 

 Interact with the client side people to solve issues and update status. 

 Implementing the cross browser testing and parallel test execution. 

 Keeping the track of any new or updated requirement of the team. 

 Tracking defects and select test cases for Regression testing.  

 Experience in preparation of Test scenarios, Test cases, Test case reviews, Test data 

collection, Test execution and Defect reporting.  

 Experience in preparation of automated test scripts using Selenium 

 Analyzing test results, sending suggestions on defects. 

 Defect Reporting and Tracking using Automation Tools like JIRA  

 Able to work collaboratively with testers, developers, and other team members in testing 

complex projects and in the overall enhancement of software product quality.  

Technology: 

Java, Selenium ,POM and TestNG, 

 

 


